Online kernel ridge regression via existing sampling approaches, which aim at approximating the kernel matrix as accurately as possible, is independent of learning and has a cubic time complexity with respect to the sampling size for updating hypothesis. In this paper, we propose a new online kernel ridge regression via an incremental predictive sampling approach, which has the nearly optimal accumulated loss and performs efficiently at each round. We use the estimated ridge leverage score of the labeled matrix, which depends on the accumulated loss at each round, to construct the predictive sampling distribution, and use this sampling probability for the Nyström approximation. To avoid calculating the inverse of the approximated kernel matrix directly, we use the Woodbury formula to accelerate the computation and adopt the truncated incremental singular value decomposition to update the generalized inverse of the intersection matrix. Our online kernel ridge regression has a time complexity of ( + 3 ) for updating hypothesis at round , where is the truncated rank of the intersection matrix, and enjoys a regret bound of order ( √ ), where is the time horizon. Experimental results show that the proposed online kernel ridge regression via the incremental predictive sampling performs more stably and efficiently than the online kernel ridge regression via existing online sampling approaches that directly approximate the kernel matrix.
INTRODUCTION
Kernel ridge regression (KRR) is widely used in machine learning, but it is limited by cubic time complexity and squared space complexity in the online scene. Constructing a low rank approximation for kernel matrix using Nyström method is a common approach to relieving the unfeasible time and space complexity. Calandriello et al.(2016a) proposed a INK-ESTIMATE approach for online kernel ridge regression (OKRR), and used the approximate kernel matrix generated by INK-ESTIMATE to update the hypothesis at each round. The Woodburay formula mentioned in [6, 13] is used to calculate the generalized inverse of the approximate kernel matrix, but the time complexity is Ω( 2 + 3 ) at round , where is the number of sampling columns with a continuous growth. When the sampling size increases, the time cost is unfeasible for updating the solution vector at each round. However, the space complexity of INK-ESTIMATE depends on the largest eigenvalue of K , which in the worst case can be as large as . Calandriello et al.(2016b) proposed an adaptive dictionary SQUEAK for OKRR, which is simpler and is built on INK-ESTIMATE, and SQUEAK constructs the sampling probability using the estimated ridge leverage score directly. The approximate accuracy of SQUEAK is the same as the approximate accuracy of INK-ESTIMATE. Calandriello et al.(2016b) mentioned that SQUEAK updates the inverse of the approximate kernel matrix using the block matrix inversion. The intersection matrix adds and deletes columns and rows in the process of the sampling, thus it is difficult to incrementally calculate the inverse of the approximate kernel matrix generated by the Nyström method, and the time complexity for the inverse of the approximate kernel matrix is also ( 3 ).
The accuracy of the approximate hypothesis depends significantly on the sampling approach [16] . Many sampling approaches are proposed to improve the accuracy of the approximation, such as uniform sampling, ridge leverage score (RLS) [1] , sketching [21, 22] and preconditioning [2, 3] , and recursive sampling [15] [10] . Uniform sampling has an accurate approximation, but the number of sampling columns is ( ) for datasets with high coherence [4] , where is the size of the dataset. The time complexity for RLS is comparable to solving KRR itself, though it reduces the sample complexity of [12] . Sketching and recursive sampling are suitable for batch KRR but lack of theoretical guarantees when they are used in the online scene. There are also several sampling approaches suitable for the online scene, such as INK-ESTIMATE [6] and SQUEAK [7] mentioned above, they are both built on estimated ridge leverage score. Online row sampling (ORS) [11] is proposed to approximate matrix multiplication for a tall matrix with leverage score in the stream setting. Kernel online row sampling (KORS) [9] is extended on ORS and is adopted to approximate a fixed dimension second-order gradient matrix.
The majority of sampling approaches given above are focused on approximating the kernel matrix as accurately as possible and they are independent of learning. Except for the approach in [19] , the authors construct a predictive sampling strategy (PRESS) for the Nyström method, which guarantees the predictive performance of kernel methods. In PRESS, the sampling distribution is constructed by the discrepancy between approximate and accurate solutions of kernel methods that is caused by kernel matrix approximation. Although the approach is not suitable for online kernel ridge regression due to the increasing scale of the kernel matrix, it inspires us to construct a sampling approach related to learning for online kernel ridge regression.
In this paper, in order to guarantee the learning effect, we propose an incremental predictive sampling for online kernel ridge regression. The proposed sampling approach constructs the sampling distribution with the labeled matrix and aims to approximate the optimal accumulated loss at each round. Moreover, we combine the incremental truncated singular value decomposition and the Woodbury formula to ensure the efficiency of updating the hypothesis at each round, and maintain a time complexity of ( 2 + 3 ), where is the truncated rank for labeled matrix. We prove that the online kernel ridge regression via the incremental predictive sampling approach enjoys a sublinear regret bound of ( √ ). The extensive experiments on several regression datasets show that our proposed regression and sampling approaches are efficient.
NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY
In this section, we introduce some notations used in the paper, the Nyström method for matrix approximation, and the kernel ridge regression problem.
Notations
We consider a regression dataset = {(x , )} =1 , with x ∈ ⊆ R and ⊆ R. We denote by : × → R a positive definite kernel function, and ℋ the RKHS for kernel . The collection, matrix, vector are denoted by calligraphic letter , upper-case letter A, and lower-case letter a respectively. | | is the number of entries of collection , A , is the ( , )-th element of the matrix A, and is the -th element of the vector a. ⊗ denote the Hadamard product for two matrix.
Nyström Method
Nyström method is a popular matrix approximation method [14, 18] , which constructs a low rank approximation matrix by selecting a subset of columns from the original matrix to reduce the space complexity and the time complexity. We briefly introduce the definition of the Nyström method as follows.
Given a large symmetric matrix A ∈ R × , the Nyström method randomly selects ≪ columns to form a matrix C ∈ R × , and then derives a corresponding intersection matrix W ∈ R × using the selected examples. Then, the original large matrix is approximated bỹ︀
where W , W + denotes the best rank-approximation and the generalized inverse for the matrix W respectively.
The singular value decomposition (SVD) of W is that W = UDU , where the columns of U are orthogonal and D = diag( 1, ..., ) is a diagonal matrix including singular values in decreasing order. For truncated rank < , W = ∑︀ =1 u u = U D U is the best rank-approximation of W, where u is the -th column of matrix U. Then, we obtain the generalized inverse of W as
Kernel Ridge Regression
In batch setting, the objective function of the kernel ridge regression [17] is defined as follows:
we denote by * the solution minimized the above equation,
In online setting, the kernel matrix K is bordered with a new columnk +1 and a new row
]︀ at round + 1, 
We are required a closed solution at round + 1, which has the best performance in previous + 1 rounds, and is used to the prediction of x +2 at the next round. If we get the accurate solution, the time complexity is ( 3 ) at round , which becomes unfeasible as the scale increases. Now, we introduce a new online kernel ridge regression via the proposed incremental predictive sampling approach to obtain an approximate solution at each round with reduced time complexity.
NEW ONLINE KERNEL RIDGE REGRESSION
In this section, we propose an incremental predictive sampling by which the approximated kernel matrix generated aims at approximating the optimal accumulated loss at each round. We describe the incremental predictive sampling process, present the details of incremental singular value decomposition, and apply the incremental predictive sampling to online kernel ridge regression.
Incremental Predictive Sampling
The existing online sampling approach for OKRR includes the SQUEAK in [7] and the INK-ESTIMATE in [6] . The space complexity of INK-ESTIMATE depends on the largest eigenvalue of K , which in the worst case can be as large as . These sampling approaches aim to approximate the kernel matrix as accurately as possible in order to obtain a more precise solution for OKRR. However, an accurate kernel matrix approximation may not lead to a precise solution, because the solution vector of OKRR includes the kernel matrix and the label information with Equation (2) . Thus, we propose a predictive sampling approach in the following Subsection 3.1.1.
3.1.1
The Predictive Sampling. The new sampling approach we proposed for OKRR is learning oriented, and the generated approximate kernel matrix aims to approach the optimal accumulated loss at each round. We know that the optimal accumulated loss at round is clear with Theorem 1 in [23],
where y = [ 1, 2, . . . , ] , I is unit matrix, and then
The element of the matrix yy ⊗ (K + I) −1 is nonnegative, therefore Equation (3) given above is hold. We expect the approximate kernel matrix̃︀ K can make the approximate optimal accumulated loss ‖yy ⊗ (̃︀ K + I) −1 ‖1 approach the optimal ‖yy ⊗ (K + I) −1 ‖1 as nearly as possible. The direct way is approximating the matrix yy ⊗ (K + I) −1 , and generating a corresponding approximate kernel matrix using the sampling distribution generated by the RLS of yy ⊗ (K + I) −1 . However, the computational cost of (K + I) −1 is unaffordable, hence we approximate the labeled matrix yy ⊗ K which consists of the kernel matrix and the label vector. We denote the matrix
We use the estimated RLS of the matrix E to generate the sampling distribution because we aim to approximate the matrix E , and the sampling distribution is used for the approximation of the kernel matrix K . The approximate kernel matrix̃︀ K can make ‖yy ⊗ (̃︀ K + I) −1 ‖1 approach the optimal ‖yy ⊗ (K + I) −1 ‖1 as nearly as possible according to Proposition 1. Proposition 1. Let A1, A2, A3 denote symmetric matrices, A1 = A2 ⊗ A3, and A3 is a rank-1 matrix. The Nyström for the three matrices are A1 = C1W
respectively, if the sampling index of the Nyström method for the three matrices are the same, then
According to Proposition 1, we know that the Nyström approximation of E is equivalent to the Hadamard product of the Nyström approximation for yy and K when the sampling index for the three matrices are the same, that is shown as Equation (4),
where
C W + C =̃︀ K are the Nyström approximation of E , yy and K respectively. The matrix yy is a special rank-1 matrix, thus the Nyström approximatioñ︂ yy is equivalent to itself,
Hence the sampling index of the Nyström method of E can be used to the Nyström method of yy and K . Since the sampling distribution generated by the estimated RLS of E aims to makẽ︀ E approximating E as accurately as possible, the approximate optimal accumulated loss obtained by the approximated kernel matrix can also approach the accurate optimal accumulated loss as nearly as possible. Therefore, the sampling approach proposed is learning oriented.
We use the estimated ridge leverage score [7] to measure the columns in the matrix E ,︀
where S ∈ R × is the sampling matrix at round , then we obtain the Nyström of̃︀ E ,︀
where W = S E S . The corresponding approximate kernel matrix with the same sampling index is̃︀ 
In the online sampling procedure, the matrix W changes at each round, and the matrix (W + I) −1 changes as well. The inverse of W + I is also computed by the SVD of itself. Recalculating the SVD of W + I is time consuming at each round, whose time complexity is ( 3 ), where is the sampling size. Thus, we incrementally compute the SVD of W + I, and the estimated RLS for Equation (5) can be computed incrementally.
Incremental Singular Value
Decomposition. The incremental singular value decomposition (ISVD) method [20] that is built on [5] is significant for dynamic matrix. It updates the SVD of the current round efficiently by using the SVD of the last round when the matrix is bordered with a new column and row. We can calculate the generalized inverse of a matrix using the SVD of itself according to Equation (1).
In the online scene, we use a dictionary ℬ to preserve the index and the corresponding probability of selected examples at round . The dictionary ℬ changes at each round, and the intersection matrix W changes as well, which is used to compute the estimated RLS for each example in the dictionary ℬ . Recomputing the inverse of W + I by standard SVD at each round is time consuming, thus we use the ISVD to reduce the time complexity.
We denote the matrix X = W + I at round . When the new example x is added to the dictionary, the matrix X will be bordered with a new column and a new row. When old examples are deleted from the dictionary, some columns and rows will be deleted from the matrix X . Updating the matrix X by the ISVD implies that rank-1 updating is executed twice. It needs to calculate the column updating firstly, and then calculate the row updating. The incremental updating of SVD for X is described as follows.
The SVD of X is denoted by
and S is the sampling matrix, and the SVD changes as follows,
whereS =S,
Then adding one row [Ω , Θ] to [ X Ω ], where Θ = 2 , and the SVD after adding one row are as follows,
The matrixŨ,S,Ṽ,P,Q are related to the added column Ω and the SVD of X , and are calculated by the vector multiplication. The matrixŪ,S,V,P,Q are related to the added row [Ω , Θ] and the results of SVD for [ X Ω ]. Thus, we can calculate Equation (6) incrementally.
When the rank of the matrix X exceeds , we truncate the rank to . Thus, the time complexity of the incremental SVD is (
where is the sampling size and is the truncated rank. The time complexity of the incremental SVD is linear with respect to the size of the matrix X +1. Besides, the time complexity for Equation (6) is ( + 3 ), because E ,*S is a vector and we can calculate (E ,*S )V +1 and U +1 (S E*, ) firstly. In order to show the incremental updating process more clearly, we present the process of the incremental SVD in Figure 1 .
In Figure 1 , we present the procedure of adding one column and one row to X . The process of deleting one column and one row from X is similar to Figure 1 , which is decremental updating. When the dictionary ℬ delete several examples simultaneously, we need to execute the decremental updating several times. The Incremental Predictive Sampling Algorithm. As mentioned above, the sampling approach is suitable for the online scene, which preserves a dynamic dictionary ℬ at each round. There are the index of selected examples and the corresponding probability in the dictionary, and when the new example comes or old examples are deleted it will change as well. We calculate the estimated RLS for each example in ℬ when the new example comes, and reshape the dictionary ℬ according to the Bernoulli variable , generated by the probability. In the process of updating the dictionary, we use the incremental singular value decomposition to reduce the time complexity. We summarize the progress of the incremental predictive sampling with Algorithm 1 called IPS.
Algorithm 1 IPS Algorithm
Require: W of E , C and W of K , ℬ , the example x +1, the label vector y +1, inner product vector if , = 1 then 10: The matrix E is used to generate the sampling probability and the approximation error betweeñ︀ E and E is used for the theoretical analysis. We use the intersection matrix W = S E S of E to compute the estimated RLS for each column in W , which is shown in Equation (5), thus we do not need to show E and̃︀ E explicitly. In Algorithm 1, we use the intersection matrices W and W to track̃︀ E and︀ K , when W and W are updated by adding or deleting columns and rows,̃︀ E and̃︀ K are updated as well.
The number of the columns sampled with the proposed incremental predictive sampling approach at round is
where eff ( ) is the effective dimension of the matrix E . The effective dimension eff ( ) is the sum of the ridge leverage score for each column in E and also equals to
where is the -th eigenvalue of E .
Application to Online Kernel Ridge Regression
For online kernel ridge regression, the dictionary ℬ is used for the approximation of the kernel matrix, in which the index and the corresponding probability of selected examples are preserved. When the new example x +1 comes, we predict the output̃︀ +1 with the hypothesis which has the best performance at previous rounds firstly, then update the dictionary using Algorithm 1, and update the hypothesis̃︀ +1 finally. When the matrix W + I is bordered with the new column Ω and the new row [Ω , Θ] , we compute the SVD of W + I incrementally. When the rank of W + I exceeds , we truncate it to . In order to avoid computing the inverse of︀ K +1 + I directly, we combine the truncation of incremental singular value decomposition and the Woodbury formula which is shown as Equation (7) to calculate the inverse of︀ K +1 + I efficiently. The time complexity for updating the hypothesis at each round reduces from ( 2 + 3 ) to
The computation of the hypothesis̃︀ +1 is as follows︀
When the matrix W updates, we also use the ISVD to obtain the new SVD of W , and keep the rank of W is a constant and Z Z ∈ R × has fixed size. We summarize the process of OKRR with the proposed incremental predictive sampling in Algorithm 2 called OKRR-IPS. The time complexity of the OKRR consists of two parts, one is the prediction for the new coming example x +1, and the other is updating the hypothesis. The time complexity of the former is ( ), and the latter is ( + 3 ), where is the sampling size and is the truncated rank of the intersection matrix. The prediction for x +1 is shown in the line 7 of Algorithm 2, and the time complexity for the equation in line 7 is ( + 2 ), where ≪ , thus the time complexity for prediction at round is ( ).
Updating hypothesis includes sampling and the computation of the hypothesis. Equation (5) accounts for the dominant computation in the sampling, which can be implemented by ISVD and has ( + 3 ) time complexity. The computation of the hypothesis is presented in Equation (7), and the time complexity is ( + ) for Z, ( 2 ) for Z Z, and ( + 3 ) for the matrix multiplication and inverse, thus the time complexity for updating the hypothesis at round is
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We denote the OKRR with the existing sampling approach SQUEAK by OKRR-SQUEAK. We compare the time complexity of OKRR-IPS and OKRR-SQUEAK, that is shown as Table 1 . Table 1 : The time complexities of prediction and updating hypothesis at round for OKRR with different sampling.
Algorithm
Prediction Updating hypothesis OKRR-SQUEAK ( )
The first algorithm is the OKRR with SQUEAK sampling approach, the second algorithm is our proposed new with the incremental predictive sampling, and the third algorithm is the standard OKRR without any sampling. The time complexity of the prediction for OKRR-SQUEAK and OKRR-IPS is ( ). The standard OKRR needs to preserve the whole examples, while OKRR-SQUEAK and OKRR-IPS don't need to preserve the whole examples at round . The time complexity of the prediction for OKRR-IPS and OKRR-SQUEAK are linear with the round , and ≪ .
Algorithm 2 OKRR-IPS Algorithm
Require: example sequence , kernel parameter , regularization parameter , , Ensure: {̃︀ } =1 1: Initialize ℬ0 = ∅, 0 = 0 2: for = 0, . . . , do Calculate +1 = (︀ ( +1,˜1), ..., ( +1,˜|ℬ | ) )︀ 7:
Update ℬ via Algorihtm 1 and obtain ℬ +1
10:
Obtain new C , U , Σ if rank(W ) > then 12:
Truncate the rank of W Calculate the (̃︀ K +1 + I) −1 via Equation (7) 15:
Obtain the hypothesis̃︀ +1 = (̃︀ K +1 + I) −1 y 16: end for
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the approximation error bound of the incremental predictive sampling for the labeled matrix E , and derive the regret bound of the new online kernel ridge regression using the incremental predictive sampling.
Error Analysis
In the proposed incremental predictive sampling, the approximate labeled matrix̃︀ E is generated by the estimated ridge leverage score of E . In the Algorithm 1, we track the approximate labeled matrix̃︀ E by the intersection matrix W , even though the matrix̃︀ E is not shown explicitly. The labeled matrix E is viewed as a weighted kernel matrix, and we obtain the approximation error bound for matrix E according to Theorem 1 in [20] , that is shown in Theorem 4.1. 
Regret Analysis
As mentioned above, the generated̃︀ K aims to make the approximate optimal accumulated loss ‖yy ⊗ (̃︀ K + I) −1 ‖1 approach the optimal accumulated loss ‖yy ⊗ (K + I) −1 ‖1 as nearly as possible. We give the error bound of the approximate optimal accumulated loss by Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 4.2. Let 0 < < 1, > 1, > 0, max is the maximum singular value of K ,̃︀ K is generated by the incremental predictive sampling,̃︀min is the minimum singular value of̃︀ K . For online kernel ridge regression, with probability 1 − ,
where ℎ is the rank of the matrix
Proof of Theorem 4.2.
The discrepancy between the approximate optimal accumulated loss and the accumulated optimal loss is divided into three parts. The second part is bounded by the labeled matrix approximation error bound ‖̃︀ E − E ‖2 which is shown in 
and the third part is bounded as
Putting the three parts together, we complete the proof for Theorem 4.2.
Remark 1. Setting the = 1/ √ , ‖y‖ 2 2 is small and bounded by the constant 1, then we obtain that
By Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 1, we obtain that the online kernel ridge regression with the proposed incremental predictive sampling enjoys the regret bound shown in Theorem 4.3.
Lemma 1.
[23] Take a kernel on a domain and a parameter > 0. Let ℋ be the RKHS for the kernel . For any sequence {(x , )} =1 , let y ∈ R be the concatenation of the target variables. Then
and the corresponding corollary is as follows
where (x, x) ≤ , and = 1 when is the Gaussian kernel. , for the squared loss function, the regret of Algorithm 2 for kernel ridge regression over steps is upper bounded by 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. The regret for the new online kernel ridge regression with the proposed incremental predictive sampling is divided into two parts. The first part is the difference between the online accumulated loss with approximate kernel matrix generated by our incremental predictive sampling and the approximate optimal accumulated loss with the same approximate kernel matrix, and the second part is the difference between the approximate optimal accumulated loss and the optimal accumulated loss which is shown in The first part is (2010) obtained a (ln ) regret for OKRR, which computing the closed solution at each round, but it requires an assumption that {x } =1 are independently identically distributed. While our sublinear regret of order ( √ ) does not require this i.i.d. assumption, which computing the approximate solution with an incremental predictive sampling.
EXPERIMENT
In this section, we empirically validate the new online kernel ridge regression with our proposed incremental predictive sampling on several regression datasets.
Experimental Setups
We compare the average loss and the runtime of our OKRR-IPS with that of OKRR-SQUEAK. The datasets used in the experiments are listed in Table 2 . All the experiments were performed 10 different random permutations of the datasets. Gaussian kernel is commonly used in online learning, and is also used in the experiments of [8] . Thus, we use the Gaussian kernel in our experiments. We select the best kernel parameter from the interval [2 −6 , 2 1 ], and select the best regularization parameter from the interval [0.001, 10]. The settings of the kernel parameter and the regularization parameter for each dataset are given in Table 3 . For the preprocessing of the regression datasets, we use the settings in [8]. More specifically, each feature of the point x is rescaled to fit in [0, 1] and the target value is rescaled in [0.5, 1.5] that is different with [8] . Besides, we choose the first 4000 examples for large scale datasets cpusmall, cadata, casp, and shuttle. We set the truncated rank = 10 for each dataset.
We are concerned with the performances of OKRR with different online sampling approaches. As discussed in the introduction, SQUEAK and INK-ESTIMATE are the only two existing online sampling approaches for online kernel ridge regression, where SQUEAK has better performances than INK-ESTIMATE. Thus, it is sufficient to compare OKRR-IPS with OKRR-SQUEAK.
For a fair comparison, we adopt the Woodbury formula to calculate the inverse of the approximate kernel matrix, and use the standard SVD to compute the estimated RLS at each round in the experiments of OKRR-SQUEAK. The time complexity of updating hypothesis for OKRR-SQUEAK is ( 2 + 3 ), where is the sampling size which will increase as new examples come. In the experiments of OKRR-IPS, we combine the Woodbury formula and the truncation of the incremental SVD to calculate the inverse of the approximate kernel matrix, and use the incremental SVD to compute the estimated RLS at each round. The time complexity of updating hypothesis for OKRR-IPS is ( + 3 ), where the truncated rank is a constant. Figure 2 shows the average loss and the runtime for OKRR-IPS and that of OKRR-SQUEAK on datasets cpusmall, abalone and cadata. Figure 3 shows the average loss and the runtime for OKRR-IPS and that of OKRR-SQUEAK on datasets casp, space-ga and shuttle.
Experimental Analysis
The average loss of OKRR-IPS (square dotted curve, red) and OKRR-SQUEAK (circle dotted curve, blue) tend to be the same with the subfigures (a), (b) and (c) of Figure 2 and that of Figure 3 , especially on the datasets abalone, space-ga and shuttle. The proposed incremental predictive sampling samples much fewer points than SQUEAK, that indicates the proposed sampling approach preserves less but useful points for the online kernel ridge regression, and suggests the proposed incremental predictive sampling is learning oriented.
The subfigures (d), (e) and (f) of Figure 2 and that of Figure 3 show that OKRR-IPS (square dotted curve, red) performs better than OKRR-SQUEAK (circle dotted curve, blue) after a certain round. At the beginning of the curve for the runtime, the OKRR-SQUEAK is more efficient than OKRR-IPS. The reason is that the number of the sampled example is small at previous rounds and the advantage of the incremental SVD is not obvious. The sampling size increases as the example comes, and the incremental SVD performs better than the standard SVD apparently when the sampling size is large. In the subfigures (d) and (f) of Figure 2 and the subfigure (e) of Figure 3 , OKRR-SQUEAK (circle dotted curve, blue) exceeds OKRR-IPS (square dotted curve, red) at an early round, that is because the number of the sampled example for OKRR-SQUEAK is large. The curve of the runtime for OKRR-IPS is consistent with the theoretical analysis of the time complexity. The time complexity of OKRR-IPS is linear with round which is ( + 3 ), where the truncated rank is a constant, and the sampling size increases as the examples come, that coincides with the red square dotted curve of the runtime.
There are three reasons for the effective and efficient performance of OKRR-IPS. The first reason is the incremental predictive sampling is learning oriented and it samples less but useful points for OKRR-IPS, that guarantees the learning effect of OKRR. The second reason is the incremental singular value decomposition is used to update the inverse of intersection matrix, that reduces the time complexity from cubic to linear with respect to the sampling size and guarantees the efficiency of the proposed sampling approach. The third reason is we combine the truncation of the incremental singular value decomposition and the Woodbury formula to update the hypothesis, that avoids computing the inverse of the approximate matrix and guarantees the efficiency of OKRR-IPS.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed the efficient online kernel ridge regression via the incremental predictive sampling that is learning oriented and has the accuracy guarantee. We prove that the online kernel ridge regression proposed has a sublinear regret bound and is scalable on large scale datasets. For future work, we will extend the incremental predictive sampling approach to online classification, for example, online LSSVM classification.
